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Editorial 
Welcome to this Spring edition of Hearing Eye.   I 
am very sorry it is so much later than usual, I was a 
little overwhelmed with deadlines for various things 
in April and had to delay Hearing Eye until now. I 
hope you still enjoy it and find many things in its 
pages to draw your interest.  I am excited that 
following my appeal for more contributions in 
January’s magazine that we do indeed have some 

lovely offerings in this edition.  Do please keep them coming in. Every 
creation is enhanced by variety and Hearing Eye will become a very 
boring magazine if it is always the same people who contribute each time.  
We all have things that move us, tips about managing our hearing loss, 
favourite books or films, anecdotes 
and experiences to share, 
favourite scriptures, lovely photos, 
poems, prose reflections or things 
that make us laugh.  Please keep 
sending them in to Chris so that 
Hearing Eye can be as rich a voice 
of Open Ears as possible.  Also if 
you have ideas of what you’d love 
to feature in the magazine, just 
drop a line to us so I can think of 
how to include them. Remember, just like our gardens are bursting with 
spring flowers of all types and colours, so this magazine needs the variety 
of all our contributions as we all have something valuable to share. If our 
garden flowers are all daffodils it may look pretty but will also be boring. 
But the reality is that our gardens and parks are rich with varied flowers 
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and colours and that is what gives them their beauty.  So it is with us, I 
don’t know about you but I find it easy to compare myself negatively with 
others.  For example, other members of Open Ears Committee are very 
gifted in admin or financial issues but I really struggle in those areas. I 
have other important gifts that I can bring to the table and if I tried to 
match everyone else’s gifts my own might get neglected.  As Psalm 
139:13 - 14 says: ‘For you created my inmost being, you knit me together 
in my mother’s womb.  I praise you because I am fearfully and wonderfully 
made.  Your works are wonderful, I know that full well.’  I pray that you will 
truly know that as well as David did.  God made you in love and delight, 
creating your thought processes, your character, your body, weaving into 
you the gifts and expressions of His love that make you unique.  Share 
who you are with confidence and joy, just as the flowers are so exuberant 
in their display.  
So be blessed and encouraged by this edition and I look forward to 
receiving from you all for the editions to come. 
Tracy Williamson  
 

New 
Committee 
Members 
 
We are delighted 
to welcome 2 
new members to 
the Open Ears 
Committee, 

Anthea Owen (left) and Rev Gill Nicholls.  Anthea 
Owen has joined as a full committee member. And as someone who loves 
people, Bible teaching and is a great ideas person as well as having a 
special interest in deafness because of her daughter Emily (who was our 
speaker at the 2017 Open Ears Conference break at The Greenhouse 
Christian Centre) we are sure she will bring a great deal to Open Ears.  
Rev Gill Nicholls has joined as an Associate Committee Member and 
many will remember the wonderful way she led the 2018 Open Ears break 
at the Ammerdown Centre near Bath. 
Gill will be bringing her lovely gifts of creativity, prayer, Bible teaching and  
Wisdom to Open Ears.  Thank you both for joining us Anthea and Gill, we 
feel very privileged to have you on board.  
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Open Ears member Pam Vendy has contributed this very interesting 
article about the Roger Pen and the amazing effect it’s had on both 
her friend and her husband Barry’s ability to hear.  Do take some 
time to read and think about this as it may well be a device that could 
help you?   

 
My pen pal, Roger 

 
Three years ago, Pat, a friend at church who has struggled with 
increasing hearing loss, turned up at church with a new companion, 
Roger – not a person but a hearing device, like a microphone tuned 
direct into her hearing aids so cutting out background noise.  It’s 
about 5 inches long and can be held like a microphone, or worn on a 
cord like a necklace by the person Pat is speaking to.  In small group 
situations Pat places it flat on the central table and she can hear the 
discussion.  It has revolutionised her life, reconnecting her with 
situations she’d previously felt alienated from.  She reckons she 
should be on commission because since then at least 4 friends have 

invested in a Roger pen.    
 
My husband, Barry, is one of them.  We 
are fortunate that the Audiology 
department at our local Addenbrooke’s 
Hospital in Cambridge has a sample Roger 
pen which patients can borrow for 2 weeks 
to see if they get on with it.  (They have to 
be bought privately and aren’t cheap).  
From the first moment it was switched on, 

we were hooked – when I am wearing it, not only can Barry hear me 
more easily even if I’m not facing him, but I can call from an adjacent 
room or even up the stairs, saving my legs!  But the benefits have 
been even more widespread - 
- he has rediscovered the pleasure of listening to classical music.  
Previously it had sounded distorted but with the Roger pen beside the 
CD player ……. perfect! 
- Barry used to struggle to read television subtitles quickly enough but 
combined with the Roger pen he can now follow programmes again. 
- while most people at our church can use the loop, Barry hadn’t 
found the system effective.  Now, our supportive minister happily 
wears the pen for services (though he has to remember to remove it 
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before confidential conversations or Barry would overhear 
everything!) 
- when it’s just the two of us in a noisy restaurant, meals no longer 
have to be in silence or with paper and pen communication; and if 
friends are there too, Barry isn’t left out of the conversation. 
- in his exercise class he can follow the leader’s instructions rather 
than trying to copy everyone else. 
- at the Day Centre, he can join in quizzes, hear talks etc. 
 
Roger, we love you!  The equipment isn’t cheap – we paid £1500 for 
Barry’s last year.  However, his other disabilities mean we don’t 
spend money on holidays etc and it made sense to invest in 
something that has enabled him to engage more fully with his daily 
life. 
Pam Vendy 
 

Out of the mouths of babes. . .  
Another humorous quote from one of our youngest 

members, Nadine Willdig, daughter of Vic and ‘Flying 
Fingers’ Susanne 

 
 
Nadine (age 4): I really want 
to be an old lady! 
 
 
Daddy: Oh really? How old 
will you be then? 
 
 

 
Nadine: twenty-eight. I'm not afraid to die! 
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Spring Harvest Joy 
 
You may remember from January’s 
edition of Hearing Eye that we invited 
Open Ears members to join us for a 
special additional Open Ears break at 
the Spring Harvest Festival in 
Harrogate.  Some did take up the 
invitation and thanks to Julia 
Chapman who organised and booked 
the adjacent Crowne Plaza Hotel as 
our group accommodation and 

negotiated a special room for us to dine in privately, we had a wonderful 
time.   About 7 of us went from Open Ears plus a couple of others who 
came as overnight visitors.  There were also about 6 who came from 
Torch Trust for the Blind including 3 guide dogs!  It was lovely for us all to 
be together and to get to know one another and to have fun out and about 
in lovely Harrogate too including a scrummy visit to Betty’s tea rooms for 
several in the group.  Our very own Flying 
Finger Susanne did the STT with her words 
coming up at the bottom of the main screen 
in all the main celebrations.  She was 
incredible as there was so much typing to do 
and some of it was really fast.  There was 
also wonderful signing of all the worship and 
teaching in the main sessions.  I personally 
found it an exhilarating experience to be able 
to join in the worship and be part of so many 
thousands of people praying and seeking the Lord together.  The teaching 

in the mornings was by pastor and 
writer Malcolm Duncan and was 
extremely searching.   Based on 
Jesus’ teaching in the Gospels he 
brought alive our awesome privilege 
to pray and live lives wholly 
committed to the Lord.  Throughout 
the day there was a whole range of 
workshops, teaching sessions, 
music events, fun and searching 
moments.  It was lovely to be part of 
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a group and have our special needs taken care of so beautifully.   

Here’s some thoughts from others in our group: 

•  I wondered if I, as an older deaf 
person, would feel included in an 
event I have always associated with 
families and young people.  In fact, 
there was no problem!  By mistake, 
I took part in a young people’s 
worship meeting one evening.  I was 
included in this, even though I was 
probably about 45 to 50 years older 
than everyone else in the room :-).  

• It can take a while to “get” the way that SH is organised as there are 
so many different events going on.  However, the way the 
programme works becomes more understandable over the first day 
or so, which makes it much easier to choose what you would like to 
attend. 

• Susanne’s STT support was so helpful.  Others in the audience also 
appreciated it, even though they weren’t part of the official deaf 
group.  

• If you can sign, you would really appreciate the sign language 
interpreters.  Three rows were reserved for disabled people.  It was 
easy to watch both the interpreters and the STT display if you 
preferred to switch between the two.  The loop wasn’t working at 
the start of the event but it was switched on later.  However, it was 
too quiet for me to get any benefit from it.  

• The Crowne Plaza hotel staff were brilliant.  We were given a table 
off the main restaurant for our breakfast and evening meals, which 
cut down the background noise.  Our group had some people with 
hearing loss and others who were blind or had sight loss, as well as 
a few with normal sight and hearing.  I really appreciated the 
opportunity to get to know the people from Torch, the Christian 
organisation for people with all types and degrees of sight loss. We 
learnt from each other how to adapt our communication so that 
everyone was included.  
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• The daily Bible teaching, mostly given by Malcolm Duncan, was 
excellent.  

• Some of us attended the late evening After Hours events.  I went to 
two - Nicola Gerrard, a professional flautist who loves the Lord, 
combined thoughts and meditations with some beautiful flute 
playing.  The other event which several of us attended was an 
opportunity to hear Graham Kendrick.  We joined in many of his 
songs, too, including my favourite, The Servant King.  

• I’m seriously thinking about going again in 2020! Marylin Kilsby 

I personally found it a help to my personal life. Being on the road a lot and 
giving out, it was great to really receive and have a chance to re-evaluate 
my life with Jesus and do some refocusing.  Marilyn Baker 

Spring Harvest was a first for me this year as although I had attended 
previously at Minehead, it was many years ago so Harrogate this year was 
a new experience, in addition to the fact that this was the first I would 
attend with sight loss.   I would summarise this as an ‘Accessible’ Spring 
Harvest, which as those of you with a disability will know can make all the 
difference.   The proximity of the Crowne Plaza hotel that we stayed in 
being right next door to the conference Centre meant we could pop back 
at any time during the day easily, even if just for a cup of coffee and a 
chat.  It was great to be part of the Open Ears group which ended up 
being a mixed group of people with hearing and sight loss.  To see how 
people helped each other when needed was humbling as well as making 
us appreciate the ability we do have.  It was so good to hear accessibility 
mentioned from the platform with both the sign language interpreters and 
our own Susanne Willdig (speech to text) being mentioned.  
Julia Chapman 
 
 

Important Notice 
It was expected that the Harrogate venue for Spring Harvest 
would not continue next year because of the costs, but after 
prayer the SH leadership have decided it WILL be on again next 
year.  Open Ears may go again.  Why not come with us next 
time? 
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IVSS Churchear 

Regional Conference 
Trelleborg, Sweden 

 
6th– 8th September 2019 

 

 
 
IVSS Churchear (International Federation for Pastoral Care to Hearing 
Impaired Persons) is holding their second regional weekend conference in 
September 2019, with a variety of interesting talks and workshops on offer 
to participants. 
 
The conference venue is at Nybrostrand Camping, located near the Baltic 
Sea coast, at Trelleborg in southern Sweden. 
The following talks, on the theme of “Personal life stories of hard of 
hearing”, have been scheduled into the programme:- 
”My work in the Church of Sweden, being hard of hearing”. Inger 
Krigström tells how she experienced being a hard of hearing pastor. 
”Encounters with hard of hearing and deaf pupils”. Ralf Mårtensson tells 
from his work as a teacher among hard of hearing and deaf pupils. 
“Hard of hearing in the DDR”. Katarina Nitschke tells about her 
experiences of being hard of hearing during the German Democratic 
Republic age. 
"Different kinds of hearing loss and how to communicate" by Thomas 
Nordlöf from the Roman Catholic Diocese of Stockholm (social care for 
hard of hearing). 
”Being father of a hard of hearing child” by Eyolf Berg. 
The following workshops are also available:- 
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“Technology for large and small groups. Demonstration of equipment 
easing personal as well as social life”. Ingrid Stillström and Eyolf Berg. 
”Create with colours” workshop by Barbara Adamus. 
 
Accommodation will be in small apartment houses and huts surrounding 
the main building which contains conference rooms, a dining room and a 
chapel. Some of the conference rooms have induction loops. If needed, 
portable loop systems can be provided on request. 
For more details and a booking form, please visit the IVSS Churchear 
website, www.churchear.org 
Mary Bucknall 
 

Time to Praise 
 
We were thinking in the editorial about the wonders of the 
variety of creation.  God’s handiwork is all around us – we only 
have to glance upwards to see His glory revealed in the sky.  
Let’s lift our hearts to praise Him with the help of this lovely 
poem from Gill Brodie.  
 
 
THE SKY  
God the artist, way up high  
Painting pictures in the sky. 
Clouds all fluffy and white- 
An amazingly beautiful sight. 
Some tinged with pink or with 
gold, 
A wonderful sight to behold. 
 
A backdrop of azure blue, 
Or sometimes of cobalt hue.  
But when the clouds are black  
You know you’ll need your mac! 
Though there’s still no need to 
despair, 
A rainbow’ll appear somewhere. 
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There’s the changing night sky too, 
So many wonders to view. 
Innumerable twinkling stars 
And planets such as Mars. 
The moon in all its phases  
Enjoyed throughout the ages. 
 
Each day something different to see, 
And all of it utterly free! 
Sunrise at break of day - 
God’s masterpiece holds sway. 
A sunset to gladden the eye, 
God’s bounty in full supply. 
 
Gill Brodie 
 
 
 
We now have a beautiful, reflective piece by Emily Owen.  Read 
it thoughtfully and let the Lord encourage you. 
 

When the brook dries up 
About two years ago, I spoke at the Open 
Ears Conference in Poole. I know it was 
some time ago now, but I’d still like to 
thank everyone for making me so 
welcome. 
I spoke about the Prophet Elijah. Don’t 
worry, I’m not going to regurgitate it in this 
article! But I would just like to highlight 

part of Elijah’s story. The part where Elijah is by a brook, having his thirst 
satisfied, and then the brook dries up. It’s time for him to move on. To 
seek water elsewhere. 
Perhaps some of us feel like that. That we’re satisfied, and life is good, 
and then something changes. Our brook dries up. There’s no more water. 
I’ve experienced many ‘dry brooks’, one of which was when I lost my 
hearing at the age of 21. Unlike Elijah, I sat by my dry brook for a long 
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time. It was a time during which God patiently sat with me and, very 
gently, prepared me to move on.  
“But those who trust in the LORD will find new strength. They will soar 
high on wings like eagles. They will run and not grow weary. They will 
walk and not faint.” Isaiah 40:31 NLT 
As I turned from my dry brook, I began writing books, something I’d never 
thought of doing before the brook ran dry. 
Perhaps, when we enter dry seasons, God is calling us to move on into 
something new with Him. But He won’t run ahead, He’ll patiently sit with 
us until the time comes when we’re ready to move on. 
Let Him sit with you. 
My most recent book, ‘The Power of Seven’, was published in October 
2018. It contains accounts of some of my dry brook times. Times when 
God sat with me and, in His timing, lifted me up. Based on groups of 
‘seven’ in the Bible - such as days of creation, or sayings from the cross – 
the book also contains reflections and meditations to draw the reader 
closer to God’s heart. 
In September this year, I have a book called ‘God’s Calling Cards’ coming 
out. A mixture of biblical reflections, meditations, personal stories; this 
book, too, draws us closer to God. 
You’d be forgiven for thinking my dry brook times are a thing of the past! 
Please don’t think that, because they’re not.  Again and again, it seems 
that the brook has dried up. For me, those times are often linked with my 
health, hospital appointments, operations. For you, perhaps they’re linked 
with something different. But I’m guessing we all have them. 
We also all have a God who stays, and who says, to each one of us ‘My 
mercies are new every morning. You can trust that, because my 
faithfulness is great’ (cf Lamentations 3) 
I pray that, in our dry brook times, we will wait for and know the refreshing, 
renewing Water. 
Jesus stood and said in a loud voice, “Let anyone who is thirsty come to 
me and drink”. John 7:37 NIV 
Emily Owen 
 

For your prayers 
Please pray for Open Ears Committee members and Associate 
members – between May 31st and June 2nd we will be having a 

combined committee meeting and prayer retreat to seek the Lord for 
fresh direction for Open Ears.  Please pray He guides and envisions 

us in this important time.  
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It’s Quiz Time! 
 
Open Ears Member Derek Whitnall has sent in this lovely 
quiz idea for our puzzle page.  I’ve adapted it slightly but it 
is his idea and good fun for us all to try.  So you have the 
words Open Ears Magazine and next to each letter a 
Christian clue!  See how many you can get in the shortest 
time!  

 
O First word of a well-known carol  O………….  
P Most read book in the Old Testament       ………….. 
E Name of a prophet and OT book              …………… 
N An OT King who exiled the Jews  …………….
     
 
E A  Bible book that also means letters       …………… 
A The ……… of the apostles                       …………… 
R A gift of the Spirit and a book of the NT   …………… 
S The most beautiful love poem ever written  ………… 
 
 
M The Gospel according to ……..           ………….. 
A One of the first disciples          ……………. 
G Where Jesus prayed on His last night     ……………. 
A A minor prophet but no less important     …………… 
Z A character impacted by Jesus               ……………. 
I The suffering servant prophet                 …………….. 
N The rebuilder of Jerusalem, visionary     ……………. 
E The miracle of the enslaved Jews’ escape from 

Egypt                                                      …………….. 
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Open Ears Conference Weekend Break 11 - 13 Oct 2019 
At Torch Holiday & Retreat Centre 

Hurstpierpoint, Sussex 
With Tracy Williamson - Speaker 

 

 
 

Our conference this year will be held at the Torch Holiday and Retreat 
Centre, 4 Hassocks Road, Hurstpierpoint, Hassocks, West Sussex  
BN6 9QN.   
This will be a Friday to Sunday afternoon event with inspiring teaching and 
worship sessions to draw us deeper into God’s love and purpose for our 
lives.  
 The Centre is owned by Torch Trust for the Blind and is an attractively 
designed house with a loving family atmosphere. Comfortable en-suite 
rooms, delicious food and caring staff will ensure it’s a lovely relaxing 
break. There’ll be time on Saturday afternoon to relax and enjoy the 
beautiful location and an Open Ears Family fun time together on Saturday 
evening.  Our speaker will be Tracy Williamson.  Tracy, who is deaf with 
partial sight, as a speaker and author and works and ministers with 
Marilyn Baker, a blind Christian singer and songwriter. 
The Centre has loop systems in the main lounge and in the chapel.  In 
addition, Open Ears will be providing a speech to text service and a sign 
language interpreter for all the meetings.    
 
Booking fees will be £150 for a single room and £100 for two people 
sharing.  Early booking is vital as there is a very limited amount of 
accommodation. 
 

• A booking form and details of costs is enclosed.  Do consider 
coming and if you’ve never been to an Open Ears break 
before we’d love to have you join us.  
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Dubai Adventure 
 
My brother, Glyn, has lived in Dubai for twenty seven years and I have 
visited him several times since about 1995. In the 1990s, it was a small 
town, just starting to grow and to spread over the desert.  Most of the 
roads had a single lane in each direction and public transport was non-
existent.  The airport was small and pretty basic. 

Dubai has changed dramatically since then!  The airport now is 
huge, with three terminals, chandeliers and, in the best traditions of large 
airports, involves a hike of what seems to be miles to get from one part of 
the building to another.  The main roads have up to five or six lanes in 

each direction and buildings have 
sprouted up everywhere.   Dubai 
boasts what is currently the tallest 
building in the world, the Burj Khalifa. 

My most recent visit to see 
Glyn took place this January.  Since 
Glyn was working for four of the six full 
days I was there, I was pleased to be 
told that there is now a working public 
transport system and that the nearest 
bus stop was less than a mile away 

from Glyn’s home.  The walk to the bus stop was through a lovely park.  
There was an abundance of pink and red bougainvillea, some quite exotic 
looking birds and, of course, the weather was glorious, between 21 and 28 
degrees in the shade and sunny almost all of the time. 
Being severely to profoundly deaf and having absolutely no sense of 
direction, I was a bit nervous about taking my first bus ride and finding my 
way around when I reached Dubai City itself.  However, I needn’t have 
worried.  The bus was more like a luxury coach with comfortable seats, air 
conditioning and a smooth ride.  Glyn had previously shown me the metro 
station where I would be getting off the bus, so the rather inaudible 
announcements telling us the names of the stops (in Arabic and English) 
weren’t a problem.  Payment is made with a Nol card, which is a bit like 
any method of pre-payment such as an Oyster or debit card.  The Metro is 
also luxurious compared to our London Underground tube.  There’s a 
ladies only carriage too.  Not all ladies choose to use this carriage but it 
seemed to be the carriage of choice for ladies who were travelling alone. 
 Dubai’s language is Arabic but English is used by so many people 
who live there, that all signs are both in Arabic and English.  However, the 
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English translations can be a little off kilter, tend to use American spelling 
and to have a slightly Asian turn of phrase.  For instance, there was a sign 
to the Customer Happiness Center.  This turned out to be part of the Road 
Police building which deals with traffic offences.  The mind boggles.  
“Welcome to the Customer Happiness Center!!!  You are charged with 
speeding and you must pay a 10,000 Dirham fine”!!!!  I sampled, at one 
restaurant, “scrambled egg with special spices” which was eye-wateringly 
hot. 

Dubai shopping malls are huge.  The Mall of the Emirates has, I 
kid you not, a ski slope in it with real snow.  The temperature is that of a 
ski resort.  Spectators can look into what is effectively a huge freezer and 
watch children and adults of all ages ski, climb icy slopes and fall over.  
It’s a bit surreal when you remember that the outside temperature could 
be 28 degrees in a Dubai January! 

Dubai Mall is four storeys 
high and, I reckon, a mile long from 
end to end.  In the middle of this 
huge mall there is an aquarium and 
Underwater Zoo that extends in 
depth over all the storeys. I treated 
myself to a view round the 
Underwater Zoo.  It was fascinating.  
There were fish the like of which I’d 
never seen before, jellyfish, rays, 
sharks… 
 What can you buy in shopping malls in Dubai?  There were shops 
selling Rolex watches and Cartier jewellery and there was a sale on at 
Debenhams!  Their food courts are an experience not to be missed.  One 
can choose food from many different nations including Korea, China, 
Singapore, Japan, the USA and Italy.  If you’re pining for home, there’s 
even a Costa! 
 On one of his days off, Glyn took me up The Frame.  This is a 
building that looks exactly like a photo frame except that it’s five hundred 
feet high.  As you enter, you are treated to videos and models of old 
Dubai.  The lift whisks you up to the top of The Frame.  The floor at the top 
is about half glass, slightly nerve racking to tread on.  I managed to take 
some photos of the flowerbeds five hundred feet below.  The lift down the 
other side of the building takes you to a video of the Dubai of the future. 
 Glyn and I also had a lovely walk along Dubai Creek, a really 
scenic part of Dubai, with some old buildings on one side of the Creek, 
looking across to the new skyscrapers on the other side.  You can cross 
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the Creek on an abra, a smallish, motorised boat with a large box in the 
middle for everyone to sit on and no guard rails around the edge!  I drew 
the line at going on one of these as I didn’t fancy an unscheduled swim. 
 Dubai is a strange place and full of contradictions.  Many people 
there, both the native Emiratis and some other ex-pats are wealthy.  
However, there’s a definite underclass from the Asian continent, many of 
whom work in construction and in the restaurants.  There’s a certain air of 
unreality there.  Perhaps this is because the people who live there 
represent such a mixture of cultures and backgrounds that Dubai doesn’t 
really have a single identity.   

I left Dubai one morning when it was about 24 degrees and sunny 
and arrived at Gatwick airport that evening.  It was 2 degrees and sleeting.  
Did I enjoy my time in Dubai?  I certainly did.   
Marylin Kilsby 
 
The following lovely testimony comes from Beryl Cooper.  Thanks so 
much for sharing this with us Beryl.  
 

The most important event in my life 
 

“Hello” I called to Eileen as I 
walked into the large walled 
garden from our ground floor flat. 
Eileen was reading.  
It was a gorgeous day, and with 
the hens clucking in the next 
garden it felt more like living in 
the country than London. 
“You look engrossed in your book 
– it must be very interesting?” 

“Yes it is Beryl – going over so much past history and seeing things 
happening up to the present day. History seems to keep repeating itself, 
just like fashions. Would you like to join me?” 
Eileen was a very friendly girl.  I nosed my way into her book and we 
started discussing history. As usual I started asking questions, she 
seemed such a knowledgeable person, and we had a lively discussion. 
There were quite a number of things I couldn’t understand, In fact I’d been 
in previous discussions with others who had different views about faith to 
what she was telling me. As I came up with these other answers she could 
see I was becoming quite confused. 
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“Listen”, she said, “Don’t believe because of what I have said or what you 
have heard others say, instead pray about it and ask God to give you the 
right answers.” 
This seemed a bit odd, but no harm in trying. I prayed constantly over the 
next few weeks and waited very, very patiently. 
One day as I was about to make morning coffee I heard Eileen in the hall. 
Her flat was above ours in this very large house. I invited her in and  soon 
after settling down I had more questions to ask. 
As she was telling me how Jesus loved us so much he suffered and died 
on the cross taking the punishment for all our sins I felt something very 
strange happening to me. I wasn’t crying but tears were streaming down 
my face and suddenly I could see something I hadn’t been aware of 
before. As though a veil had been lifted to make things clear. 
It was like finding the last piece of jigsaw to complete the picture. 
I was so elated I wanted to 
tell my friends and 
colleagues at work. Of 
course I got some strange 
looks from people. One 
young man from the drawing 
office came in with thumbs to 
his temples, hands flapping 
saying “have you seen the 
light?” I smiled along with 
him and his fun feeling but 
felt sad that he didn’t know what I had found. 
As I learned more of the bible, with the help of Eileen I knew God was the 
only person I could really trust for the future. Knowing that whatever lay 
before me, bad times or good times, He would always be there, giving 
help when needed. 
After all these years I can honestly say that he has always been there for 
me, even when I’ve been on the brink of despair and no other help was 
available. 
So, as I look back on all the happenings in my life and the situation I am in 
today I can only praise and thank God for all his goodness to me – as I 
have done since the age of 23. 
That was the most important thing that happened to me in my life. 
 
Beryl Cooper 
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Open Ears 15 Day Prayer Diary 

 
It’s important to remember that as Jesus died on the cross, the 
veil of the temple was torn in two from top to bottom.  Jesus 
made a way for us to step right into the throne room of God.  
The barrier has been torn through and we can pray with 
confidence that our prayers will follow the path that Jesus 
created, from earth into Heaven and from Heaven into earth.  
 
Sunday Praise and thank the Lord for His victory over sin and 
satan.  Pray for the joy of the Lord to fill and bless church leaders 
and congregations across the country including our own.  
 
Monday Pray for those nations affected by extreme weather 
conditions, the recent cyclones and floods causing such devastation 
in Zimbabwe, Malawi and Mozambique.  Pray for aid to get to those 
who most need it and for the devastated town to be rebuilt 
 
Tuesday Pray for Marylin Kilsby as she continues in her role as 
Chair of Open Ears.  Pray for wisdom and strength on Open Ears 
and all the committee as they deal with the running of the Charity. 
 
Wednesday Pray for all those in the Open Ears family who are 
struggling with their health.  Pray for support and care for those who 
need to go to hospital; or who face surgery. Pray for help with 
communication and understanding of the needs of those with 
hearing loss in such places.  
 
Thursday Thank and praise the Lord for all financial provision 
over the years to Open Ears.  Pray He continues to provide for us 
and enable us to help others too like the hospital in Nepal that we 
support.  
 
Friday  Thank the Lord for Mary Bucknall and Julia Chapman 
who have been the primary workers in Open Ears’ change from 
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being a trust to a Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO). Pray 
for all the final details of the transition to go smoothly.  
 
Saturday As the weather grows warmer pray for those in Open 
Ears who are on their own and feel lonely.  Pray for those who 
would love to go away on holiday but have no one to go with.  Pray 
for the gift of friendship. 
 
Sunday Pray for anointing over all our church leaders and for 
those of us who struggle to follow at church, for there to be a way 
for us to be inspired and part of fellowship.   
 
Monday Pray for Sri Lanka and all the after effects of the 
terrible terrorist attacks.  Pray for ongoing help for all who lost loved 
ones or who have been affected.  May many hearts turn to the Lord 
through what happened. 
 
Tuesday Pray for Christine Pitts as she deals with all aspects of 
being OE administrator and for Vic and Susanne Willdig and their 
children that they will be protected as a family and blessed with 
God’s love and strength. 
 
Wednesday   Pray for our own nation and for the Government 
stalemate over Brexit.  Pray for a way through and for God’s will to 
be done and for the enemies’ strategies to be defeated.  
 
Thursday  Pray for the epidemic of loneliness even in our church 
communities.  Pray for anointing and grace over each of us that we 
will all be empowered to reach out to others with God’s love and 
friendship. 
 
Friday Pray for Anthea Owen and Gill Nicholls as they settle 
into their new roles on the OE Committee.  Pray also for me, Tracy 
that Hearing Eye will continue to be blessed and the Lord will use 
the magazine to encourage and help all who read it. 
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Saturday        Pray for the work headed up by Mike Smith in Nepal 
and also for our European partner, Churchear. For the planning of 
the Churchear conference that they will be provided for.  Pray the 
Lord will use these works to raise many.  
 
Sunday Think of 2 or 3 people you know in the Open Ears 
family and pray for them to be filled with new hope, joy and peace in 
the Lord.   
‘May the God of hope fill you will all joy and peace as you trust 
in Him, so that you may overflow with hope through the power 

of the Holy Spirit.’  Romans 15:13 
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